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Abstract
The statistical approach to detection of a signal in noisy series is considered in
the framework of Monte Carlo singular spectrum analysis. This approach contains
a technique to control both type I and type II errors and also compare criteria. For
simultaneous testing of multiple frequencies, a multiple version of MC-SSA is suggested
to control the family-wise error rate.
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1 Introduction
Singular spectrum analysis (SSA) solves a wide range of problems of time series analysis
and image processing (see Golyandina et al. (2018) for examples and references). Here we
consider a specific problem of detection of a signal (e.g., a periodic component) in a noisy
time series.
The common scheme of the decomposition stage of SSA consists of construction of a
so-called trajectory matrix from the initial object and an expansion of this trajectory matrix
into a sum of elementary components, which are ordered by their contribution. In the basic
version of SSA, this expansion is performed by mean of the singular value decomposition
(SVD). The reconstruction stage starts with identification of elementary components corre-
sponding to a component under interest (e.g., a signal) and then the reconstruction of this
time series component by means of grouping of the identified components.
Generally, SSA is a model-free method. However, the most of SSA theory is devoted to
extraction of time series components, which are governed (maybe, approximately) by a linear
recurrence relation (LRR). If we want to extract a signal consisting of regular oscillations,
then it should be well approximated by a sum of sine waves with slowly-varying amplitudes.
Sometimes we do not need the extracted component itself (e.g., if we are interesting in
frequency estimation by a subspace-based method, e.g. ESPRIT) or want just to detect if
a signal is present. We consider the latter point. SSA well extracts periodic components;
however, it is well-known that the extracted components can be spurious, since they can
be produced by noise. In a sense, this is the payment for nonparametric nature of the
method. If we want to apply the statistical approach for testing, a model should be assumed.
Usually, the question about existence of a signal in the time series is formulated as testing the
hypothesis that the series is a stochastic process. The criterion should be powerful against
the alternative hypothesis, which states the existence of non-random (periodic) component.
There are a lot of statistical criteria for testing these hypotheses for different classes of
stochastic processes. We consider the construction of such criterion in the framework of
SSA.
As it follows from properties of SSA, a natural assumption for the noise model is that the
noise is red (AR(1) with positive coefficient); this is because the spectral density of red noise
is monotonic. Simultaneously, in climatology the common model is a weak signal (if any)
in red noise. This allows the creation of the Monte Carlo SSA method (MC-SSA), which
is used mostly for time series in climatology. MC-SSA was suggested in Allen and Smith
(1996) and later was considered in many papers (Allen and Robertson (1996), Palus and
Novotn (1998), Palus and Novotna´ (2004), Jemwa and Aldrich (2006), Greco et al. (2011),
Garnot et al. (2018), among others).
In Groth and Ghil (2015), a step ahead to a statistical analysis of the constructed criterion
is performed in application to analysis of multivariate time series; however, it is incomplete.
In particular, in Groth and Ghil (2015) the question of decreasing type I error is discussed
(the authors write that their modification“helps reduce so-called type-I errors and improves
the discriminating power of the test”). However, the probability of type I error is the
probability to do false discovery of a signal. This probability is upper bounded by a limit
called significance level, which is chosen according to the danger of a false discovery. The
best criterion is exact and the probability of type I error is equal to the significance level. As
a rule, a smaller type I error corresponds to a smaller power, that is, a smaller probability
of true discovery. Therefore, in the conventional statistical terminology reduction of type-I
error also reduce the power. It seems that the terminology in applied papers differs from the
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standard statistical terminology and therefore it is very important to bridge the gap between
applied and statistical approaches. Moreover, this can help to avoid wrong conclusions in
real-life applications.
The investigation of the criterion properties (and its comparison with other methods) can
be performed by the honest estimation of type I and type II errors. Generally, ROC-curves
graph can be constructed for criteria comparison. However, it is a very time-consuming
procedure and therefore we consider only one point on the ROC curve by the setting of the
significance level, which plays a role of the threshold in the hypothesis testing.
At Decomposition step of SSA, we obtain the decomposition components, which con-
sists of eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the lag-covariance matrix of the considered series.
Each decomposition component (eigenvector) is put into correspondence with a frequency
(it is possible due to properties of red noise; its spectral density monotonically decreases).
The eigenvalues reflect contributions of the decomposition components into the time series.
The idea of MC-SSA is to estimate the parameters of red noise and apply the bootstrap
simulations to construct prediction intervals for eigenvalues in the case, when there is no
signal. If an eigenvalue of the time series is beyond the constructed prediction intervals, the
corresponding eigenvector frequency is considered as significant.
It is clear from the method description that there is the problem of multiple testing,
when the probability to detect a periodic component for one of the considered frequencies
(family-wise error rate) is unknown and is much larger than the given significance level
(single-test error). This problem is formulated and discussed in many papers devoted to
MC-SSA. However, the statistical approach to multiple testing, which we suggest in this
paper, allows construction of the multivariate criterion with the given family-wise error rate.
Novelty. The novelty of the paper is the statistical approach to detection problems in
the framework of Monte Carlo SSA to control the type I error and estimate the type II error.
For simultaneous testing of multiple frequencies, a multiple version of MC-SSA is suggested
to control the family-wise error rate.
Structure. In Section 2, we describe the statistical approach to hypothesis testing.
Section 3 is devoted to investigation of the MC-SSA approach by means of the statistical
approach. All numerical studies were performed in R, with the use of the Rssa package
Korobeynikov et al. (2017). In Appendix, we present the R code for the used methods and
simulations.
2 Statistical approach to hypothesis testing
In papers staring from Allen and Smith (1996), the method MC-SSA is described mostly as
a method for applied problems and therefore the way of description is not conventional for
statisticians. Therefore, let us start with the statistical approach to the problem.
Let the null hypothesis be that the time series is a pure stationary stochastic process.
In the considered context, it can be white or red noise. Frequently, we say that we test the
presence of a signal in noise, whereas the null-hypothesis is formulated as the hypothesis
about the absence of a signal in noise. Consider a criterion, which determines if the null
hypothesis is rejected or is not rejected. If the null hypothesis is rejected at the given
significance level α, then one can say about the presence of a signal (more precisely, about a
deviation from the null hypothesis). The probability to reject the null hypothesis if it is true
is called type I error (αI). If a criterion is correct, then the type I error is equal to the given
significance level (or at least not larger than the α). Different criteria differ by the power
with respect to an alternative hypothesis. The power is the probability to reject the null
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hypothesis if the alternative hypothesis is true. The alternative hypothesis that the time
series contains a periodic component is important in practice; therefore, we will consider
criteria, which are powerful against such hypotheses.
Note that it is not permitted to consider the criteria if the type I error exceeds the given
significance level. Therefore, before comparison of criteria by power, one should be sure,
that the type I error lies in the given range. If the type I error is less that the significance
level, this is admissible; however, this means that this criterion can be improved, that is, the
power can be increased by a correction to obtain the type I error close to the significance
level.
Other important characteristic of criteria is the possibility to interpret the difference from
the null hypothesis if this hypothesis is rejected.
2.1 Bootstrapping
Most of criteria have the following form. The constructed test statistic measures the dif-
ference from the null-hypothesis in some way. There is a threshold such that if the test
statistics is larger than the threshold, then the null hypothesis is rejected. Certainly, this
threshold depends on the significance level α. It is not uncommon that this threshold can
not be obtained theoretically. Then simulations are used. Surrogate data are simulated
according to the null hypothesis and test statistics are calculated many times (M). Then
the threshold, for which the null hypothesis is rejected approximately αM times, is found.
This threshold is used for testing the hypothesis for real-life data. The described approach
can be called Monte-Carlo. This approach helps to construct the criterion, where the type
I error tends to α as M tends to infinity.
However, this approach can be applied if the null-hypothesis is fully determines the data.
For example, the null hypothesis states that the time series is a red noise with variance δ2
and the coefficient ϕ, where δ2 and ϕ are known numbers.
Unfortunately, this is not the case in practice. Therefore, the so-called bootstrapping
is used (“pull yourself up by your bootstraps”). If δ2 and ϕ are unknown, then they are
estimated with the help of the real-life data under study and then the surrogate data are
produced by simulations with the estimated parameter. Since the estimated parameters
differ from the true (unknown) parameters, then the type I error can generally be far from
α. If the type I error is much smaller than α, then we obtain a test with a poor power. If the
type I error is larger than α, then such test cannot be used “as is” and should be corrected.
Thus, Monte-Carlo SSA (this is the name of a concrete algorithm) is a kind for boot-
strapping SSA.
2.2 Estimation of type I error and power
The above considerations about the relation between the type I error, the significance level
α and the level of power can not be applied in practice, since the type I error and the power
are unknown. If something is unknown theoretically, then simulation helps again.
Let a criterion be constructed to make decision (reject or not reject) for a given signifi-
cance level α. It can be constructed theoretically or with bootstrapping/simulations within,
it does not matter. Then we simulate the surrogate data with given parameters according to
the null hypothesis (this is the Monte-Carlo approach) many times (G). Then the proportion
of cases with rejection of the null hypothesis is an estimate of the type I error.
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To estimate the power, we should set the alternative hypothesis. There is a freedom in
the choice. The common rule is to include into the alternative hypothesis the case, which is
important for us, that is, the case that should be distinguished from the zero hypothesis. For
example, the alternative can states that the time series is a sine wave with a given frequency,
amplitude and phase corrupted by a noise with the same parameters as were chosen for the
null hypothesis.
Then the same procedure is fulfilled. We simulate surrogate data with the given param-
eters according to the alternative hypothesis many times (G). Then the proportion of cases
with rejection of the null hypothesis is the estimate of the power.
For tests with simulations inside, external simulations are very time-consuming. Thereby,
the investigation may be performed for a one given α like 0.05, 0.1, or 0.2.
However, the full analysis includes the dependencies of the type I error and the power on
α. Note that the dependence of the power on the type I error for different α ∈ [0, 1] can be
called the ROC curve, which is commonly used in classification to two groups.
2.3 Hypothesis testing and ROC curves
Let the word “negative” correspond to the null hypothesis (“there is no signal”), whereas
the word ”positive” corresponds to the alternative hypothesis (”there is a signal in the time
series”). Then the type I error can be called False Positive Rate (FPR = FPR(α)), since we
reject the negative statement wrongly. The power can be called True Positive Rate (TPR =
TPR(α)), since we reject the positive statement correctly.
Other terminology: sensitivity is the same as power (or TPR), while specificity is 1 minus
type I error (1−α, or TNR). The statistical approach to hypothesis testing is to fix specificity
and to try to increase sensitivity. It is dangerous to increase sensitivity with no control of
specificity.
The dependence of TPR from FPR is called the ROC curve. If the criterion is exact
(FPR(α) = α), then the construction of ROC curve has a little sense; and the dependence
TPR(α) fully characterizes the criterion properties. However, if we do not know if the
criterion is exact, the ROC curve are a useful tool for criterion comparison.
In classification, there are no hypotheses; however, the proportion of wrong classifica-
tion to the second class is considered instead of FPR, whereas the proportion of correct
classifications to the second class is considered instead of TPR.
2.4 Testing of hypotheses and prediction intervals
In SSA, the contribution of a frequency, which corresponds to an eigenvector in the SVD
of the trajectory matrix of the time series, is measured by means of the corresponding
eigenvalue. Therefore, the question about the presence of a signal can be reformulated as
“can this eigenvalue be caused of the noise component only?”.
The answer on the question can be obtained in the standard way. Since the contribution
of a specific eigenvector produced by a noise component is random, there is a prediction
interval for it. The prediction interval can be constructed by simulation. If we generated
a sample of possible contributions, then the 95% prediction interval is the interval between
the 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles of this sample. In statistical terminology, this interval is
not called confidence, since confidence intervals are constructed for unknown (non-random)
parameters and their length would tend to zero as the number of simulations (sample size)
tends to infinity.
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γ-Prediction intervals serve for testing the hypothesis with a significance level α for
α = 1 − γ. If the observed eigenvalue does not belong to the prediction interval, the
null hypothesis is rejected. It is convenient to depict, say, 95%-prediction intervals for the
eigenvalues to visualize the hypothesis testing with the significance level 5%.
2.5 One-tailed and two-tailed criteria
We mentioned that a criterion consists of a test statistics t and a threshold t0. The use of
this threshold can be different. Moreover, the threshold can consist of two numbers, t1 and
t2. For example, the null hypothesis can be rejected if the test statistics is larger than t1
or smaller than t2 (two-tailed test) or if t > t0 (one-tailed test). The choice of the criterion
type depends on the alternative hypothesis, since we want to increase the power again the
chosen alternative.
If we want to detect both cases, when the contribution of a frequency either larger or
smaller than that for a pure noise, then we choose two-tailed test. If we want to detect
only excess of the frequency contribution, we choose one-tailed test. This approach can be
expressed in terms of prediction intervals. If we are interested to find the frequency with
contribution larger than that of noise, then the prediction interval has the form [0, t0] (in
the general case, [−∞, t0]; however, in our case the test statistics is non-negative). In the
two-tailed case, the prediction interval is [t1, t2] as usual.
2.6 Multiple tests
The problem of multiple tests is well-known. The approach to statistical tests described
above is applicable for single tests only. That is, if we want to make a discover (to reject
the null-hypothesis) rarely, then we choose a small significance level (a small probability of
type I error called α) and this guarantees that we will do false discovers with probability
not larger than α. Note that we can not choose very small significance level, since the power
decreases as α decreases.
If we test several tests (m) simultaneously, we are interested in so-called the family-wise
error rate (FWER). FWER is the probability to do a false discover in at least one test of m.
This probability can be vastly larger than the chosen small α. Thus, we should not use single
tests with α if we want to control FWER. Ideally, we should construct one multivariate test
instead of several single tests. If this is technically hard, then the Bonferroni correction is
used (performing single tests with significance level α/m); this trick do the FWER not larger
than α (usually, significantly smaller than α and therefore decrease the test power).
3 Monte Carlo SSA
3.1 Singular Spectrum Analysis
Let us shortly describe the scheme of SSA to introduce notation used further (see e.g. Golyan-
dina et al. (2018) for details).
Denote X = (x1, . . . , xN) a time series of length N and 1 < L < N be a window length.
The trajectory matrix X = T(X) is determined as X = [X1 : . . . : XK ], where K = N−L+1
and Xi = (xi, . . . , xi+L−1)T ∈ RL are lagged vectors.
The next step is the SVD expansion X =
∑d
i=1
√
λiUiV
T
i =
∑d
i=1 Ui(X
TUi)
T, where Ui
are the orthonormal system of eigenvectors of the matrix XXT, λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . ≥ λd > 0
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are the corresponding non-zero eigenvalues. This is Basic SSA (or BK version); sometimes
Toeplitz SSA (VG version), where the decomposition is constructed on the base of eigenvec-
tors of the auto-covariance matrix of X, is considered.
The components of the matrix decomposition are grouped in a reasonable way and each
grouped matrix is transferred to a time series. Thus, the result of SSA is a time series
decomposition.
Although SSA is a mode-free method, there is a model, which fits SSA. This is a class
of signals, which are approximated by a sum of products of polynomials, exponentials and
sine waves. In particular, a sum of sine waves is perfect for SSA. SSA can extract sine waves
with different frequencies if these frequencies are not too close and can separate a sum of
sinusoids from noise. If a sine wave series component can be extracted from the time series
(we say that it is separated from the residual by SSA), then the SVD decomposition contains
two eigenvectors Ui and Ui+1, which have the same main frequency as the original sine wave.
By the properties of the SVD, λi = ‖Π{Ui}X‖2 = ‖XTUi‖2 =
∑K
j=1X
T
j Ui can be inter-
preted as the total squared norm of projections of lagged vectors to span(Ui).
3.2 Single test
Let ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξN) be a red noise with parameters ϕ and δ, that is, ξn = ϕξn−1+δn, where
0 < ϕ < 1, n is white Gaussian noise with mean 0 and variance 1 and ξ1 has a normal
distribution with mean zero and variance δ2/(1 − ϕ2). Denote L the window length and
Ξ = T(ξ) the trajectory matrix of ξ. Let a vector W ∈ RL, ‖W‖ = 1, be given. If we are
interesting in a frequency contribution, then W can be a sine wave with a given frequency.
The squared norm of the projection of columns of Ξ to the vector W is calculated as
p = ‖ΞTW‖2.
The null-hypothesis states that the observed time series X is a realization of ξ with some
parameters ϕ and δ. Denote p̂ = ‖XTW‖2. If W is an eigenvector of XXT, then p̂ is the
corresponding eigenvalue. Note that for a sinusoidal W , p̂ just slightly depends of the phase
of this sinusoid, since for large K = N − L+ 1 the lagged vectors consist of many shifts.
Let ϕ and δ be known. Under some assumptions, the distribution of p can be calculated
asymptotically. Then the prediction interval with confidence level γ is calculated as the
interval between (1− γ)/2- and (1 + γ)/2- quantiles for the two-tailed test and between zero
values and γ-quantile for the one-tailed test with the alternative concluding in increasing of
contribution of a frequency. In both cases, p̂ belongs to the constructed predicted interval
with probability γ.
If the theoretical distribution is unknown, then these quantiles can be calculated by
simulations of G samples of the random vector ξ and the use of empirical quantiles for
the obtained samples of p. The probability that p̂ belongs to the empirical (Monte Carlo)
prediction interval tends to γ as G tends to infinity.
Recall that the significance level α is equal to 1 − γ and therefore we can say that the
probability of the type I error αI tends to α.
For both theoretical considerations and simulations, the values of the parameters ϕ and
δ are used. If they are unknown, then one uses bootstrapping and as a consequence can
obtain that αI considerably differ from α even for large G.
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3.3 Choice of vectors for projection
In practice, we do not know the frequency of a possible periodic component. Therefore, the
approach is to consider many vectors for projection, which correspond to a set of frequencies.
For example, one can take a set of sine waves W1, . . . ,WH ∈ RL with equidistant frequencies
from some frequency interval [ω1, ω2] ⊂ (0, 0.5). To obtain more or less independent tests,
the number of vectors should not exceed their dimension L.
The other choice is to take the set of eigenvectors produced by SSA (this is exactly the
case of MC-SSA). If the time series is red noise, then this choice does not look better than
the choice of sinusoidal vectors. Moreover, if noise is close to white noise (ϕ is small), the
eigenvectors will be almost arbitrary basis vectors in RL and therefore do not correspond to
specific frequencies. However, if the time series contains a signal (sine wave) with a frequency
ω, then one of projection vectors will corresponds to the frequency ω. Therefore, there is a
chance to obtain a test with increasing power. Also, this allows more accurate estimation
of the noise parameters. Here we do not discuss the estimation of noise parameters in the
presence of signal. Just note that it is important to diminish the corruption of the estimates
caused by signal presence.
3.4 Multiple tests
In Monte Carlo SSA, the prediction intervals are constructed for each projection vector
independently. Let W1, . . . ,WH be a set of projection vectors. Denote p̂k = ‖XTWk‖2. For
each vector Wk, the sample of squared projection norms is constructed: Pk = (pk1, . . . , pkG)
T,
where pki is calculated as
pki = ‖ΞTi Wk‖2, i = 1, . . . , G;
here Ξi is the trajectory matrix of the ith sample of red noise ξ
i = (ξi1, . . . , ξ
i
N).
We can construct single prediction intervals for each vector Wk as it is described in
Section 3.2. The problem of multiple testing (the problem of large FWER, which can be
much larger than the given significance level α) can be solved similar to the approach of
Tukey (HSD) applied to post-hoc comparisons in ANOVA. That is, we can construct a test,
which is based on the distribution of maximum of standardized contributions pk. If this test
rejects the null-hypothesis, then all frequencies, which lies beyond the corrected prediction
intervals are considered as significant. For this approach, FWER = α.
Let us consider the approach, which was described in Boyarov (2012) in the framework
of Monte Carlo SSA. We present the one-tailed version of the criterion.
Denote µ = (µ1, . . . , µH)
T and σ = (σ1, . . . , σH)
T, where µk and σk are mean and
standard deviation of Pk, k = 1, . . . , H. Let us describe the algorithm of construction of
prediction intervals with correction for multiple testing.
Algorithm (Prediction half-cube interval)
1. Calculate η = (η1, . . . , ηG), where
ηi = max
1≤k≤H
(pki − µk)/σk, i = 1, . . . , G.
2. Find q as the sample (1− α)-quantile of η.
3. The null hypothesis, which states that the time series is pure red noise, is not rejected
if
max
1≤k≤H
(p̂k − µk)/σk < q;
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otherwise, the null hypothesis is rejected and a signal is detected.
4. If H0 is rejected, then post-hoc testing can be performed: the contribution of Wk (and
of the corresponding frequency) is significant if p̂k exceeds µk + qσk. Thus, [0, µk + qσk] are
considered as the corrected prediction intervals, k = 1, . . . , H.
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Figure 1: Spectrum for EV basis.
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Figure 2: Spectrum for basis of sinusoids.
R-scripts for simulation of the surrogate data are contained in Fragment 4.1. R-scripts for
Monte Carlo SSA with multiple-testing correction can be found in Fragments 4.2 and 4.3.
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Fragment 4.4 shows the result of MC-SSA for three cases: the vectors Wi are produced by
the original time series (Wk = Uk, H = L), the vectors Wi consists of H = L sine waves with
equidistant frequencies; and separately we demonstrate the case when only a given range of
frequencies is considered. The graphs of projection contributions and corrected prediction
intervals can be found in Figs. 1, 2 and 3 respectively. We use the true parameters of AR(1)
for creation of surrogate data. The continuous curve is the spectral density of AR(1) with
the parameters that were used in simulation. If Wk are eigenvectors, we calculate its main
frequency by the ESPRIT method with the rank r = 2.
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Figure 3: Spectrum for basis of sinusoids with a narrow range.
Fig. 4 demonstrates the prediction interval corresponding to the two-tailed criterion.
Upper bound of two-sided prediction intervals is upper than that of one-sided intervals.
3.5 Study of statistical properties of MC-SSA
Let us describe the methodology of the study of statistical properties of the constructed
criteria. The general scheme is as follows.
1. Simulate surrogate data according to the null hypothesis M times and estimate αI =
αI(α) as the proportion of the rejected null-hypothesis for a given significant level α.
2. If αI ≈ α, then α˜ = α
If αI < α then two ways: α˜ = α or find α˜ such that αI(α˜) ≈ α;
If αI > α then the only way is to find α˜ such that αI(α˜) ≈ α;
Use the significance level α˜ instead of α.
3. Simulate data according to alternative hypotheses and estimate the power against these
hypotheses as the proportion of the rejected null-hypothesis for the significant level α˜.
If the criterion is exact and the assumptions are fulfilled, then αI = α by construction
and item 2 can be execute to be sure that the criterion implementation is correct only. In our
10
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Figure 4: Spectrum for basis of sinusoids with a narrow range. Two-tailed criterion.
case, there are two sources of corruptions. First, the true parameters of the null-hypothesis
(i.e., parameters of AR(1)) are unknown and estimates should be used in practice. Then, the
accurate estimate of the quantile q is achieved as G tends to infinity; therefore, the question
is what value of G is large enough. Thus, item 2 is necessary.
We suggest to start the numeric investigation with true parameters of AR(1) to find
appropriate G for the considered example. Note that this can differ for different parame-
ters, different time series lengths, different window length, and so on. Then, the criterion
properties can be studied for the case with estimated AR(1) parameters.
Let us go through steps of the described scheme. The model of our time series is
xn = A sin(2pin/T ) + ξn,
where ξn is red noise with parameters ϕ and δ. The case A = 0 corresponds to the null
hypothesis and the case A > 0 yields the presence of signal, that is, corresponds to the
alternative. We take the period T = 5.5 and the AR(1) parameters ϕ = 0.7 and δ = 1. Let us
consider a fixed significance level 0.2 (that is, the confidence level equals 0.8). The estimates
of type-I errors and criterion power are fulfilled on the base of M = 1000 simulations. We
will consider the case, when the projection vectors W1, . . . ,WH are the eigenvectors of XX
T.
Type I error. The estimates of type I errors are contained in Table 1. Numerical experi-
ments show that for the time series of length N = 1000 and the SSA parameter L = 20, the
size G = 100 of internal surrogate data is not enough, whereas G = 400 provides αI ≈ α.
Note that for smaller N and/or larger L, G = 400 is not enough, since then the test is liberal
(αI > α), see the forth line of Table 1.
These estimates are obtained if we use the true parameters of noise in the model AR(1).
If the noise parameters are estimated, then the criterion becomes very conservative (type-I
error is two times smaller than the given α = 0.2). Changing α, we can find that for α˜ = 0.33
we obtain αI ≈ 0.2 = α.
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Table 1: Type I error of the multiple MC-SSA, different N and G. True (model) and
estimated parameters of AR(1).
est. αI 2.5% 97.5%
model, (0., 0.5), N = 100, G = 100 0.289 0.261 0.318
model, (0., 0.5), N = 1000, G = 100 0.226 0.200 0.253
model, (0.1, 0.3), N = 1000, G = 100 0.251 0.224 0.279
model, (0., 0.5), N = 100, G = 400 0.255 0.228 0.283
model, (0., 0.5), N = 1000, G = 400 0.209 0.184 0.236
model, (0.1, 0.3), N = 1000, G = 400 0.213 0.188 0.240
est.(α˜ = 0.20), (0., 0.5), N = 1000, G = 400 0.103 0.085 0.124
est.(α˜ = 0.33), (0., 0.5), N = 1000, G = 400 0.21 0.185 0.237
Power. Let us estimate the criterion power for the corrected criterion. This can be done
by the same R-script from Fragment 4.5 if we take A > 0. Let A = 0.3. We used a
standard method of estimation of AR(1) parameters, which ignores the possible presence of
signal. Note that before the use of an improved method in practice, items 1 and 2 should
be performed once more.
Below we write down the estimates of power for the following cases:
• True AR(1) parameters; the whole range of frequencies (0., 0.5).
• True AR(1) parameters; the subset (0.1, 0.3) for frequencies.
• Estimated AR(1) parameters, no adjustment for the significance level; the whole range
of frequencies (0., 0.5).
• Estimated AR(1) parameters, with adjustment for the significance level; the whole
range of frequencies (0., 0.5).
As before, we use N = 1000, G = 400, L = 20, M = 1000. The estimates of power
can be found in Table 2. One can see that a narrow frequency interval increases the power.
Also, the criterion with adjusted formal significance level is more powerful than the original
conservative criterion.
Table 2: Power of the multiple MC-SSA, N = 1000, G = 400. True (model) and estimated
parameters of AR(1).
est. power 2.5% 97.5%
model, (0., 0.5) 0.719 0.690 0.747
model, (0.1, 0.3) 0.814 0.788 0.838
est.(α˜ = 0.2), (0., 0.5) 0.533 0.502 0.564
est.(α˜ = 0.33), (0., 0.5) 0.650 0.620 0.680
Two-tailed criterion. Let us consider the difference between the two-tailed and one-tailed
versions. Table 3 demonstrates that the power of the two-tailed criterion (0.623) against the
presence of a sinusoid is smaller than that of the one-tailed criterion (0.719). Recall that
any investigation of power should start with checking of the equality αI ≈ α. One can see
that G = 400 is not enough. Therefore, we take G = 1000 for this investigation.
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Table 3: Type-I error and power of the multiple MC-SSA (two-tailed), true model, (0., 0.5),
N = 1000.
est. αI/power 2.5% 97.5%
type I error, G = 400 0.231 0.205 0.258
type I error, G = 1000 0.218 0.193 0.245
power, G = 1000 0.623 0.592 0.653
4 Conclusion
In this paper, we demonstrated the statistical approach to Monte Carlo SSA. A scheme for
the check of used versions of MC-SSA is suggested to avoid wrong conclusions in practice.
We considered a basic version of MC-SSA. Different improvements were constructed since
the method creation. We advise to check them within the described scheme.
Our research allows to make the following recommendations: to use the multiple version
of MC-SSA, to apply one-tailed criteria, to find a sufficient size of surrogate data, and finally
to correct the formal significance level to control the type I error.
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Appendix: R-code of multiple MC-SSA
Fragment 4.1 (AR(1) modelling and parameter estimation)
> library("Rssa")
> library("pracma")
> #generates a series according to the model signal + AR(1)
> generate <- function(model, signal) {
+ xi <- arima.sim(n = model$N, list(ar = model$varphi),
+ sd = model$delta, n.start = 1,
+ start.innov =
+ rnorm(1, sd = model$delta / sqrt(1 - model$varphi^2)))
+ f <- xi + signal
+ as.vector(f);
+ }
> # Estimation of AR parameters, without signal extraction
> est.model.arima <- function(f) {
+ param <- list()
+ ar.par <- arima(f, order = c(1,0,0), include.mean = FALSE,
+ method = "CSS-ML")
+ param$varphi <- coef(ar.par)
+ if (sqrt(ar.par$var.coef)>abs(ar.par$coef)) param$varphi <- 0
+ param$delta <- sqrt(ar.par$sigma2)
+ #print(param)
+ estModel <- list(varphi = param$varphi, delta = param$delta, N = model$N)
+ estModel
+ }
Fragment 4.2 (Functions for Monte Carlo SSA)
> # Computes squared norms of projections to column vectors of U
> projec <- function(data, L, U) {
+ if (is.list(data)) { # data are given by a model
+ f <- generate(data, 0)
+ } else { # data are given by a series
+ f <- data
+ }
+ N <- length(f)
+ K <- N - L + 1
+ tX <- sapply(1:L, function(i) f[i:(i+K-1)]) #Trajectory matrix
+ W <- tX %*% U #Projection
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+ colSums(W^2)
+ }
> # Generate vectors for projections corresponding to eigenvectors produced by t.s.
> basis.ev <- function(ts, L) {
+ s <- ssa(ts, L=L, neig = min(L, length(ts)-L+1))
+ freq <- numeric(0)
+ for (i in 1:nu(s)){
+ ss <- ssa(s$U[,i])
+ #estimation of the main frequency by ESPRIT
+ p <- parestimate(ss, groups = list(1:2))
+ freq[i] <- p$frequencies[[1]]
+ }
+ list(U = s$U, freq = freq)
+ }
> # Generate vectors for projections as sine and cosine vectors
> basis.sin <- function(L) {
+ numb <- L
+ U <- matrix(0, nrow = L, ncol = numb)
+ idx <- 1:L
+ separat <- 1/(2*L+1); from <- separat/2
+ freq <- seq(from = separat, to = (0.5-separat/2), by = separat) # Grid of frequencies
+ for (i in 1:length(freq)) {
+ U[,i] <- sin(2*pi*freq[i]*idx)
+ U[,i] <- U[,i]/Norm(U[,i])
+ }
+ list(U = U, freq = freq)
+ }
Fragment 4.3 (Main functions for multiple Monte Carlo SSA)
> # Make test
> do.ci <- function(f, plan, model, level.conf, L, two.tailed = FALSE) {
+ P <- replicate(G, projec(data = model, L = L, U = plan$U))
+ v <- projec(data = f, L = L, U = plan$U)
+
+ idx <- plan$freq >= plan$range[1] & plan$freq <= plan$range[2]
+ if (!(TRUE %in% idx)) warning("no vectors with given frequency range")
+ X <- P[idx, , drop = FALSE]
+ x <- v[idx, drop = FALSE]
+ #print(plan$freq[idx])
+
+ if (is.vector(X)) dim(X) <- c(length(X), 1)
+
+ res <- list()
+ ci <- list();
+ ci$means <- apply(X, 1, mean);
+ ci$sds <- apply(X, 1, sd);
+
+ stats.max <- apply(X, 2, function(vv) max((vv - ci$means) / ci$sds));
+ stats.min <- apply(X, 2, function(vv) min((vv - ci$means) / ci$sds));
+ #plot(density(stats))
+ if(two.tailed == FALSE){
+ ci$q.upper <- quantile(stats.max, probs = level.conf)
+ ci$q.lower <- 0
+ }else{
+ ci$q.upper <- quantile(stats.max, probs = (1+level.conf)/2)
+ ci$q.lower <- quantile(stats.min, probs = (1-level.conf)/2)
+ }
+
+ stat.v.max <- max((x - ci$means) / ci$sds)
+ if(two.tailed == FALSE) stat.v.min <- 0 else stat.v.min <- min((x - ci$means) / ci$sds)
+ res$reject <- as.logical(stat.v.max > ci$q.upper | stat.v.min < ci$q.lower)
+ res$freq.max <- NA
+ res$freq <- plan$freq
+ if(res$reject == TRUE)
+ res$freq.max <- plan$freq[idx][which.max((x - ci$means) / ci$sds)]
+ res$freq.max
+ res$upper <- ci$means + ci$q.upper * ci$sds
+ res$lower <- 0
+ if(two.tailed == TRUE) res$lower <- ci$means + ci$q.lower * ci$sds
+ res$plan <- plan
+ res$v <- v
+ res$f <- f
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+ res$idx <- idx
+ res
+ }
> plot.ci <- function(res){
+ v <- res$v
+ freq <- res$freq
+ idx <- res$idx
+ v <- res$v
+ sp <- spec.ar(res$f, order = 1, plot = FALSE)
+ plot(sp$spec*(N) ~ sp$freq, type = "l") #spectral density of AR(1)
+ segments(freq[idx], res$lower, freq[idx], res$upper, col = "red");#prediction intervals
+ lines(v[idx] ~ freq[idx], type = "p") #Squared projection norm for the original time series
+ }
> # The wrapped function for Multiple Monte Carl SSA
> MonteCarloSSA <- function(f, L, basis = c("ev", "sin"), model = NULL,
+ freq.range = c(0,0.5), G = 1000, level.conf = 0.8,
+ two.tailed = FALSE){
+ if (is.null(model)) estModel <- est.model.arima(f) else estModel <- model
+ if (basis == "ev") basis <- basis.ev(f, L) else basis <- basis.sin(L)
+ plan <- list(U = basis$U, freq = basis$freq, range = freq.range)
+ res <- do.ci(f, plan = plan, model = estModel, level.conf = level.conf, L = L,
+ two.tailed = two.tailed)
+ res
+ }
Fragment 4.4 (Demonstration of multiple Monte Carlo SSA)
> set.seed(55)
> # Set varphi, delta - red noise parameters, N - row length
> varphi <- 0.7
> delta <- 1
> N <- 1000
> # Set parameters of the sine-wave signal
> Amp <- 0.5 # Amplitude (=0 corrsponds to no signal)
> period <- 5.5 # Period
> #Generation of the series to apply MC-SSA
> model <- list(varphi = 0.7, delta = 1, N = N)
> num <- 1:model$N
> signal <- Amp*sin(2*pi*num/period)
> f <- generate(model, signal)
> # Set SSA parameters L
> L <- 40
> # Set G - number of surrogate data in MC-SSA
> G <- 1000
> # Set confidence level for criterion; significance level = 1 - level.conf
> level.conf <- 0.800
> # Set frequency range of basis vectors
> freq.range.full <- c(0., 0.5)
> #Projections to eigenvectors, full frequency range
> set.seed(5)
> res.ev <- MonteCarloSSA(f, L, basis = "ev",
+ freq.range = freq.range.full, level.conf = level.conf)
> print(res.ev$reject)
[1] TRUE
> #Print the signal frequency with the most significant contribution
> if (res.ev$reject == TRUE) print(res.ev$freq.max)
[1] 0.1803976
> plot.ci(res.ev)
> #Projections to sine waves with equidistant frequencies, full frequency range
> set.seed(5)
> res.sin <- MonteCarloSSA(f, L, basis = "sin",
+ freq.range = freq.range.full, level.conf = level.conf)
> print(res.sin$reject)
[1] TRUE
> if (res.sin$reject == TRUE) print(res.sin$freq.max)
[1] 0.1851852
> plot.ci(res.sin)
> #Projections to sine waves with equidistant frequencies, a narrow frequency range
> set.seed(5)
> freq.range <- c(0.1, 0.3)
> res.sin.range <- MonteCarloSSA(f, L, basis = "sin",
+ freq.range = freq.range, level.conf = level.conf)
> print(res.sin.range$reject)
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[1] TRUE
> if (res.sin.range$reject == TRUE) print(res.sin.range$freq.max)
[1] 0.1851852
> plot.ci(res.sin.range)
> #Projections to sine waves with equidistant frequencies, a narrow frequency range,
> #two-tailed criterion
> set.seed(5)
> freq.range <- c(0.1, 0.3)
> res.sin.range2 <- MonteCarloSSA(f, L, basis = "sin",
+ freq.range = freq.range, level.conf = level.conf,
+ two.tailed = TRUE)
> print(res.sin.range2$reject)
[1] TRUE
> if (res.sin.range2$reject == TRUE) print(res.sin.range2$freq.max)
[1] 0.1851852
> plot.ci(res.sin.range2)
Fragment 4.5 (Estimation of test errors for multiple Monte Carlo SSA)
> set.seed(55)
> # Red noise parameters
> varphi <- 0.7
> delta <- 1
> # Sinnal parameters
> Amp <- 0.
> period <- 5.5
> # Set the time series length
> N <- 1000
> model <- list(varphi = varphi, delta = delta, N = N)
> num <- 1:model$N
> signal <- Amp*sin(2*pi*num/period)
> f <- generate(model, signal); plot(f, type = "l")
> # Set SSA parameters L
> L <- 20
> # Set G - number of surrogate data in MC-SSA
> G <- 400
> # Set confidence level for criterion
> level.conf <- 0.8
> #Set the number of simulations to estimate criterion errors
> M <- 100 #M <- 1000
> rejectEV <- numeric(0)
> freqEV.max <- numeric(0)
> freq.range <- c(0., 0.5)
> #preparation for parallel computations to speed up the calculations
> library(foreach)
> library(doParallel)
> library(doRNG)
> #setup parallel backend to use many processors
> cores <- detectCores()
> cl <- makeCluster(cores[1]-1) #not to overload your computer
> registerDoParallel(cl)
> set.seed(55)
> system.time(
+ rejectEV <- foreach(i = 1:M, .combine = c,
+ .export=c(’ssa’, ’nu’, ’parestimate’)) %dorng% {
+ f <- generate(model, signal)
+ res <- MonteCarloSSA(f, L, basis = "ev", model = model,
+ freq.range = freq.range,
+ level.conf = level.conf,
+ two.tailed = FALSE)
+ c(res$reject)
+ }
+ )
user system elapsed
0.15 0.05 16.91
> #stop cluster
> stopCluster(cl)
> #confidence levels for the obtained probability, which
> #reflects type-I error, if there is no signal (Amp = 0)
> # and the criterion power, if there is a signal (Amp != 0)
> library(asbio)
> ci.p(rejectEV, method = "exact")
95% Confidence interval for binomial parameter pi (method=Clopper-Pearson)
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Estimate 2.5% 97.5%
0.2300000 0.1517316 0.3248587
> #ci.mu.t(na.omit(freqEV.max) - 1/period)
> #summary(freqEV.max)
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